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Unquenchable Thirst

On the way to church as I stared out the car window, the song “Show Me Your Ways”
came to mind. That song had been coming up a lot in my spirit over the past few weeks.
So I thought that I would find that song and put it on.  As the song played, I closed my
eyes and had such a sense of peace wash over me.  I was praying under my breath in
tongues for a few minutes when a scene started to unfold in front of my mind’s eye.
I was in a forest and just a few feet ahead of me stood a doe, a female deer with a small
puddle of water at its feet.  The deer was not healthy it had hazy eyes and a dull patchy
coat. It was thin and its hooves were cracked.  It was very obvious that it was lacking in
nutrition.  It must have been very thirsty and hungry.  You would have thought that it
would have lapped up the small puddle at its feet but instead it would lean down, take a
few licks of water and then look away like that action in itself was just too hard.
After I had adequate time to take in the full measure of the animal, my attention turned to
something up ahead.  About 100 yards ahead stood another doe.  In that second, I was
now standing beside this animal.  This one was quite different.  She was beautiful.  Her
coat was gleaning in the sunlight, her eyes were clear and focused, her black hooves
were shinning.
It was very clear that this animal was getting everything it needed and from the time that
I first saw her and to the time that the vision was over, she never stopped doing one thing,
and that was drinking from this very beautiful, crystal clear lake. She wasn’t taking sips
of water or lapping it with her tongue.  She had her mouth open and she was sucking in
the water, drinking it as fast as she could but her thirst could not be quenched.
About the time I thought, “Man, she has to be filled to capacity”, my position in view
changed. I was suddenly over the lake looking down on it. The lake had words on it and it
read, “True Worship”, and it was transparent and you could see right through it.
Underneath the words “True Worship”, were many words.  Words like: Peace, Joy,
Prosperity, and all good things that God wants to add to us personally. That was making
sense because I know through our worship we open up doors and we create the
atmosphere for those things to come to us from the Father.
But then different words started to come to the surface from the deep.  Words like:
Fasting, Revelation Knowledge, Miracles, Revival, Outpouring.  Now everything seemed
jumbled.
Then the Holy Spirit spoke extremely clear. He said the first deer you encountered is you.
It’s you when you are driving somewhere and you think of Me and you say, “Father, give
me the want to, to want to” when you say to give me the time so I can spend it with You.
It’s you when you say, “I have no time. I have no time”.  You are sipping out of a tiny
puddle and you are not even thirsty and where you are at I cannot even give you the
ability to become thirsty.
That may work for others that are not so accountable but at this stage you know you are
held to a much higher accountability.



The other deer is also you.  It is you at stages in your life where you’ve gotten to places
where you get into true worship with Me and you spend time with Me; Where the joy, the
peace, the prosperity flow but there is still so much more.
Underneath that, there are desires to go into fasting; there are desires to spend unlimited
amounts of time in My Presence. There are desires that I want to give you and they all
start with time spent in true worship.  But there is still much more than this.
There is an outpouring coming.  There is something I need you to get ready for.  There is
something I need all of you to get ready for.  I need the church’s hands to be able to do
My miracles.
At this point, I look back at the deer that was drinking out of the small puddle but with it
now were maybe 25 to 30 other deer all standing around drinking out of small puddles
and not even thirsty.
The Holy Spirit said, this is My church when they say to Me, “I have no time, I have no
time, I have no time”.  Through true worship I will create a desire so strong to want to be
in My Presence that their whole day will be scheduled around getting to spend more time
with Me not because they feel obligated but because they will be so thirsty they cannot
get enough and it will be like that deer that doesn’t want to even look up or take a breath
because it is so good.  And at that point when the thirst is unquenchable, watch and see
the miracles that are to come.


